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SHABAD   Part-9 

 
 Although we cannot see ‘air’ or ‘atmosphere’, it is present within us, 

outside, everywhere, ‘totally and fully permeating and pervading’ and is 

the life-line of our existence. Without it we cannot live even for a 

moment. Despite this we: - 

 

   never think, 

   do not feel, 

   do not ‘remember’, 

   forget, 

   do not value, 

 

its eternal presence within and without and our whole life passes away 

in this ‘forgetfulness’.  

 

 We only remember this ‘air’ when we ‘suffocate’ in its absence or 

when we hear it thundering past or feel its gush. 

 

 In the same way although the ‘Shabad’ or Word is interwoven 

and intermingled, fully permeating and pervading within and without us, 

and is the ‘life-line’ of our existence but we are totally 

 

   unaware 

    ignorant 

     negligent 

      indifferent and (in a state of) 

       forgetfulness. 

 

 The reason for this is that over numerous births, as our 

consciousness has become externally orientated and centered in the 

visible world and it has been unable to develop faith in the truths of 

the subtle, abstract Divine realm.  
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We want to see even ‘God’ in (His) visible state. That is why human beings, 

according to their individual inclinations, have fashioned their imagined ‘god’s’, 

 

  monasteries or hermitages 

   temples 

    ‘Tilley’ (sadhus pray station on a hillock) 

     shrines 

      tombs 

       sculptures 

        pictures 

 

and have regarded the fulfillment of these external intellectual, show of, 

faith to be ‘religion’ or ‘religious pursuit’ and are content and wrapped up 

in it. The result is that to recognize, unravel and understand the higher, 

subtle, invisible, mysterious ‘spiritual realm’ we 

   have no knowledge, 

    do not feel the need, 

     do not have the desire, 

      let alone making any effort. (to understand) 

 

 The reason is this, our knowledge about the invisible, unfathomable, 

ever-present, omnipresent Timeless Being is something that we have 

 

   heard (from others) 

    read or studied 

     understood or made to understand 

      rote learned or memorized 

 

(and that knowledge) is limited to our intellect. 

 

 The 

   knowledge 

    realization 

     recognition 
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      belief 

       faith 

        ‘darshan’ 

          meeting 
of the formless, shapeless, invisible, unknowable Timeless Being and its subtle 

‘manifested-form’ Shabad, can only take place in the innate self within through 

divine ‘intuition’ and it is beyond the grasp of the finite intellect. 

 
 Without this divine ‘Intuitional Realization’ or ‘Essence-Knowledge’ – our 

knowledge, trust, faith filled belief too, will remain 

 

   superficial 

    impermanent 

     imperfect 

      incomplete 

       wrong and 

        without foundation.  

 
 That is why despite doing numerous (Gurbani) recitations and indulging in 

acts of worship, performing rites and rituals, and having religious discourses, our 

confidence or faith in the ‘presence’ of the invisible, unknowable Timeless 

Being and His Omniscience does not well up or (if it does) it is just superficial 

and is limited to the intellect. It does not perfectly live up to the ‘test’ of life’s 

realm. 

 But Gurbani tells us that our ‘Guru’ – ‘Satguru’: - 

  is not one who has a human form  

   is not restricted to ‘one country’ 

    does not belong to one ‘caste’ 

     is not of one ‘color’ 

      is not one having a single ‘name’ 

       is not one with a ‘picture’ 

        is not an ‘idol’ 

       does not come in the fold of life and death 
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    does not have a ‘trunk’ 

     does not have ‘ten heads’ 

      does not have ‘four arms’ 

       does not have a ‘frightening look’ 

        is not ‘far off’. 

 

  Numerous human ‘gurus’, Avtars have come and gone – but the 

‘manifested-form’ ‘Shabad (Word) Guru: - 

is only one 

 is ‘truth’ 

  is ‘perfect’ 

   is indestructible 

    is the one prophet from the beginning to the end 

     is ‘ever present’ 

      is forever in attendance 

       is nearer than the hand 

        is the ever-present  

is ever present and comfort giving  

         is abiding with the soul 

        is ever interwoven and intermingled 

 is pervading and permeating everywhere  

  is ever at hand 

   is omnipresent 

    is ever cuddling lovingly 

     is ever staging the play 

      hugs lovingly 

       is providing sustenance  

        is ever cherishing and remembering 

         is ever blissfully playful 

          is ever sweet in speech 
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         is a loving being 

          is dearly affectionate. 

 

 Opposed to this, the imaginary ‘idols’, pictures, and ‘human gurus do not 

stand up to the stated ‘test’ of Gurbani because they: - 

   can go out of one’s sight 

   can never be at hand or present all the time   

   can change 

   are destructible  

   can never be perfect 

   are not omniscient  

   can never be fully permeating and pervading. 

 That is why according to the light of Gurbani - such ‘fully permeating 

and pervading’ ‘Guru’ can only be the ‘Shabad’ or Word:- 

 
True is the True Guru and peerless is his word, through his Gurbani, the 

 world is saved.                        1055  
 The profound and unfathomable Name is his Guru and the spiritual guide. 

Without the Name the world is gone mad.         635 
 
 Thine is the Gurbani, thou art, and hast Become, all by thyself, where is 
 the doubt              162 
 
 The Lord Himself is the true Guru and Himself the Gurbani. In every age His 

Saints are dear to Him           246 
 
 The Lord is fully pervading every-where. It is the Guru, who has lighted the 

lamp of His Name                1395 
 
 Through the Guru's teachings, the Master of the universe has become manifest 

unto me and I now see the Lord, the source of bliss, pervading 
everywhere.                 1315 

 
 There is but one Divine sermon, uttered by the only Guru; there is One Name to 
 reflect upon                                     646 
 
8 From Ekangkaar came the vibration of the Word and manifestation of Ongkar, 

came into being.           VBG 26/2 

 and this Guru, the manifestation of the Shabad is the one and only one 

eternal ‘Avatar’ or prophet. 
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 There is only one God who was in the beginning and will be in the end. Know and 
understand this for sure, He is my Guru.      Benti Chaupi P 10 

     

 For this reason, Gurbani recommends that ‘research’ should be done on 

such a Guru: - 

 
 Find thou out such a True Guru, equal to whom there is not another. In his refuge, 
 the mortal is realized, and none asks him to render an account    1089 
 
 Adopt thou such a Guru, who may implant truth in thee, make thee utter the 
Ineffable  Lord and unite thee with the Name.        686 
 

 In Gurbani it is stated that the method of receiving the ‘darshan’ (audience) or the 

encounter with such a Satguru is only through the cultivation of the Shabad, or 

‘Naam Simran through ‘Word-consciousness’: - 
 
 My Master is eternal. he is seen by practicing the Name meditation.    509 
 
 Within the mortal, the life is of the Lord's name, by which he meets with his Spouse 1250 
 
. Through the perfect Gurbani, the Lord comes and meets the man   514 
 
 By Guru's instruction, the Name wells up in the mind and by Guru's instruction, the 

mortal is united in the Lord's union        644 
 
 By the True Guru's instruction, the Fear-free Lord is known, and he blends the 

man's soul with the supreme soul        1034 
 
 Practicing the immaculate Name, one is blessed with the high status and is rendered the 

Loftiest of the lofty           1041 
 
10 To get connected with the Primal Being  and acquire the highest spiritual state, one has to 

meditate by churning the Shabad in the consciousness while participating in the four actions 
(namely participating (1)in the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy, (2) focusing the 
attention on the Guru (3) taking the charanphaul Amrit (4) churning the Shabad in the 
consciousness.              KBG 125 

  

This cultivation of the Shabad or Word-Consciousness can only take place in the Sadh 

Sangat, the company of the holy: - 
 
 If he joins the society of the saints, then comes he to embrace love for truth   756 
 
 Joining the society of saints, contemplate over the Name alone       12 
 
 Reaching the holy congregation, the consciousness of a Gurmukh gets absorbed in 

the Word of the Guru                         VBG 7/6               
 
 

 One accomplishes the word of the Guru in Sadh Sangat, the company of the 
 holy             VBG16/1 
 In the company of the Sadh Sangat, churn (contemplate the Shabad of the  Guru. 
            VBG29/9 
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 In the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy, the love for the Word of the 
Guru arises.               VBG 29/20 

 
 In the Sadh Sangat, the company of the holy, the Word of the Guru 

resides.            VBG 16/3 

In other words, it is only through the cultivation of the ‘Word-

Consciousness’ or the ‘contemplation of the Naam’ in the innate self within 

or through ‘Simran’ that: - 

 

 The darkness of ignorance can be dispelled. 

 ‘Doubts’ get erased. 

 The heavy doors (of ignorance) open up. 

 Egotism is dispelled. 

 The darshan or audience with the Primal Being take place. 

 The connection with the Primal Being takes place. 

 Gobind, (God) thunders. 

 The Unstruck ‘Melody is sensed. 

 The Unstruck Sound is heard. 

 The Delightful Taste of the Wondrous Supreme Relish is experienced. 

 The mind becomes ‘totally intoxicated’. 

 The mind enjoys the spiritual ‘intoxication’ of the Naam. 

 Life becomes a success. 

 

 Sometimes in our dreams we cannot contain our happiness when we 

witness various miracles, scenes, ‘darshan’, wondrous happenings etc. which 

we interpret as visions of the spiritual world or as receiving darshan or 

audience of the Immortal Lord or the Satguru!  This scene or ‘darshan’ is 

the ‘unconscious reflection’ or flash or manifestation of the accumulated 

imaginary thoughts or tendencies of our mind, intellect or sub-consciousness. 

 
 All the mortals, that there are, of the world, behold the true Guru, By merely 
 seeing the Guru, one is not emancipated, until one reflects not on the Guru's 
 hymns             594 

 If these are really true face-to-face darshans, then our life should at 

once change from one that is ‘Mind-Orientated’ to one that is ‘Guru-

orientated and the previous routines of life should take a right-about-turn 

to one that is dedicated to the soul. 
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The Guru-God, the bewitcher, has bewitched my soul, seeing my Guru I am 
wonder-struck, and I have entered the realm of beatitude        836 

 
 Upon witnessing the insight (of the Lord’s presence) consciousness lost its  

presence, the mind lost its discerning power and the intellect lost it intelligence.  
   KBG 25 

 

 Upon taking a peg of alcohol, an unusual effect takes place on the body, 

mind and intellect, like: - 

 

  intoxication 

   elation 

    happiness 

     enchantment 

      joy 

       exuberance 

        lack of worry 

         fearlessness 

          enthusiasm  

 

etc which affects the alcoholic’s 

 

 vision 

  voice 

   movement 

    hostility 

     thinking 

      social contact 

       (way of) eating 

        (way of) drinking 

         (style of) of sleeping 

          (way of keeping) awake  

 

etc., which manifests itself in every ‘facet’ of (the alcoholics) life. But this 

condition prevails for so long as the ‘intoxication remains. 
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When the intoxication recedes, the condition of the alcoholic returns to what it 

was before. 
 

 Exactly in the same way – when the guru-beloveds cultivate the ‘word-

consciousness’ or do simran then through the blessings of the Guru in their 

innate self, within: - 

  the mind is able to focus or concentrate. 

  the connection of the word-consciousness takes place. 

  they experience a divine ‘pull’. 

  they get ‘absorbed’ in the Shabad or word. 

  ‘Celestial Melody’ begins. 

  Divine ‘Power’ comes into play. 

  ‘Unstruck-Sound’ can be heard. 

  the skinless drums begin to sound. 

  without the rainy season, the clouds shake with thunder. 

  slowly, gently, drop by drop, the stream of nectar trickles down  

within. 

  drink from the ‘goblet of love’. 

  they enjoy the wondrous taste of love-relish. 

  the fountain of ‘Naam’ bursts forth. 

  Unstruck Music can be heard. 

  they eat the ambrosial-food. 

  they abide in the true home within. 

  Gobind, the Lord of the world thunders. 

  they can see the heritage treasure of their ancestors. 

  they enjoy Eternal Bliss. 

  they are enveloped by the intoxication of the Naam. 
 

etc and in this way they become the beneficiaries of numerous divine 

virtues. 
 This ‘intoxication of the Naam’ then does not wear off because the Guru-

orientated, immersed in the Shabad or Word Consciousness, day and night 

continue to drink the ‘Ambrosial Essence’ (of Naam) from the divine ‘Goblet of 

Love’ and remain in a state of inebriation and rapture or intoxication. This ‘state of 

a Gurmukh’ is mentioned in Gurbani as follows: -                                      
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 One who drinks in the Lord's sublime essence is forever imbued with it, 

while other essences wear off in an instant.             377 
One who drinks in the Lord's sublime essence, is intoxicated and enraptured.  

 Your humble servant, O Lord, is intoxicated with Your sublime essence. 
One who obtains the treasure of the Nectar of Your Love, does not renounce it to 
go somewhere else.                 532 

 
 Those humble beings who are accustomed to the Lord's sublime essence, 

are pierced through with loving devotional worship of the Lord's Lotus Feet. 198 

 

 The supernatural divine status of Gurmukhs or Guru Orientated persons can 

never remain a secret or be hidden, because through: - 

 

    the ‘playfulness’ of their eyes 

    the ‘power’ in their look 

    the ‘composure’ on their face 

    the ‘bloom’ on their face 

    the ‘shine’ on their forehead 

    the ‘sweetness’ of their voice 

    the ‘dynamic power’ of their words 

    their peace of mind 

    their dealings of ‘compassion and forgiveness’ 

    the ‘attracting power’ of their love 

    their ‘Intoxication’ in the goblet or cup of love 

    their ‘Intoxication’ in the Naam 

 
etc., the manifestation of their ‘Divine Life’s ‘Unattached Status’ with 

numerous Divine Virtues, automatically keep manifesting like the ‘fragrance’ 

of a flower at every ‘glance’, ‘spoken word’, ‘action’, ‘thought’ of theirs. 
 
 By concealing, the emerald remains not concealed, even though one may try to 

conceal              608 
 
 With various efforts, I have enshrined it in my mind but, by concealing, the jewel 

cannot remain concealed          659  
In this way the ‘spirit’ of the Guru-Orientated person stays: - 
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 soaring 

  swimming 

   living 

    existing 

     abiding 

      blooming 

       jolting 

        laughing 

         playing 

          cuddling 

 

and enjoying unlimited relish, hue, Love of the Self in the skies of the ‘ever 

present, all engulfing’, ‘Divine Illumination’ of the ‘Shabad’. 

 

 This is the Guru-Orientated person’s 

  duty 

   action 

    knowledge 

     religion 

      performance 

       recitation of scriptures and worship 

        religious pursuit 

         religious devotion 

          life 

           emancipation. 

 To come out from the divine illumination of this spiritual ‘Love of the 

Innate Self’ is indeed a spiritual ‘death’ for him. 

 
1 Wherever I look, You are there. Outside of You, I would burst and die.    25 
 
2 O Nanak, that moment when I forget my Lord and Master - at that moment, my 

soul dies.              562 

With this Guru-Orientated person’s: - 

 

   spiritual fragrance 

    life-style 
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    overflowing love 

     love-filled ‘glance’ 

      dynamic touch 

       reflections of the innate Self-love 

        reflection of the Shabad    

        illumination 

          divine righteous feelings 

           dynamic life 

            magnetic pull, 

 

numerous other seekers who approach him or associate with him, can derive 

benefit. 

 
 Blessing with even a particle of the Name, the Exalted Guru, saves 

myriads of me, O brother          608 
 
 In the society of saints, one faces not any misery, By beholding and meeting   
 the saints the mortal becomes happy                                                 272 
 

Kabir, blessed is the mouth, with which mouth the Lord's Name is recited, What  to 
say of the poor body of that creature, even his village shall be purified     
                  1370 

     

 In Gurbani the word ‘Shabad’ has been used numerous times to bring 

out its innate divine meanings. 

 

 Because we are focused externally, we are only aware of the intellectual 

and superficial meanings of the ‘Shabad’s’ literal form; about its subtle, 

innate, intuitional, divine meanings we are: - 

   unaware 

    ignorant 

     unconcerned 

      negligent or 

       are knowingly feigning 

ignorance. For this reason, we are unable to unravel, discover, or recognize 

the intuitional ‘Essence-Knowledge’, the innate viewpoints and the hidden 

divine secrets. That is why we are devoid of the divine benefits, fruits, results 

and blessing of the ‘Shabad’.  
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 For this reason, numerous doubt fallacies exist among ordinary people 

which have become the cause of unnecessary debates. 

 

 In these series of essays, an attempt has been made to give the innate, 

intuitional, hidden divine ‘secrets’ and meanings of: - 

 

  ‘Word’ 

   ‘Guru’s Word’ 

    ‘Essence-Word’ 

     ‘One-Word’ 

      ‘True-Word’ 

       ‘Unstruck-Word’ 

        ‘Five Primal Sounds’ 

 

in simple language. 

 

 This ‘S H A B A D’ or W O R D is not just 

 

    a dead word, 

    a word of a language, 

    a reference of some thoughts, 

    a means of expressing some emotions, 

    a pictorial representation of some feelings, 

 

but it is some supernatural ‘innate’  

 

    ‘Vibrating’ 

    ‘Attaching’ 

     “Celestial melody clicking’ 

    ‘Rippling’ 

    ‘Hide-and-Seek playing’ 

    ‘Frolicking’ 

    ‘Lovingly-Embracing’ 

    ‘Cuddling’  
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   ‘Play-Initiating’ 

   ‘Unstruck-Melody Sounding’ 

   ‘Goblet of Love in the offering’ 

   ‘Swimming in the (pool) of ‘Self-Love’ 

   Lovingly playing games 

   ‘Illuminating’ 

   ‘Living and Awake’ 

   ‘Rolling –Thundering’ 

 

‘life-current’ or is the ‘Divine-Power’ of the ‘Shabad or Word 

Manifestation’. whose form is: - 

 

 astonishing 

wondrous 

 unique 

  relish giving 

   colorful 

    (one) joyous celebration 

     love 

      compassion 

       devotee-caring 

        the inner-knower 

         the ‘Shabad-Guru’ 

       the manifestation of the Guru 

      incredibly astounding    

     the ‘secret’ Naam’ 

    the Ambrosial Nectar. 

 

 But –  to see such a ‘miracle of the marvelous’ wondrous ‘Shabad-

Guru’ (we): - 

   do not have the ‘Eye’, 

   do not have the ‘Discerning Intellect’ to recognize it. 

   do not have the ‘Essence-Knowledge’ to unravel it, 

   do not have the ‘Intuition’ to discover, 
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    do not have the heart to accept as true, 

    do not have the ‘Faith ‘to sacrifice oneself,   

    do not have the ‘Vessel’ for the spiritual gift, 

    do not have the ‘Ears’ to hear the unstruck-sound, 

    do not have the ‘desire’ of being wondrous, 

    do not have the ‘dreams of enjoying ‘Love-Relish’  

 

Yes indeed, the glory of such an ‘Unstruck-Word’, ‘Essence-Word’, ‘True-

Word’, ‘One-Word’ is mentioned in the light of Gurbani as follows:  

is ‘Divine-Illumination’ 

 is ‘secret Naam’ 

  is ‘Unstruck Melody’ of Gurbani’ 

   is ‘Unstruck Raag ‘(song) 

    is ‘Unstruck Sound Current’ 

     is ‘Unstruck-Melody’ 

      ‘Unstruck -Waves’ 

        ‘Unstruck-ripples’’ 

        the ‘Jingling’ of the Ripples 

    the ‘Vibrations’ of Love 

     is the ‘Love of the Innate Self 

      is the ‘Goblet of Love’ 

       is the ‘Thing of Love’ 

        is ‘Silent-Love’ 

         is in the realm of Silence’ 

          is the silent quaffing 

  ‘Quiet-Well Wishers’ 

 is in an Unutterable Language 

  is all Engulfing and all Encompassing’ 

   is Unstruck tinkling’ 
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  is the Swing of the Soul 

   is the Silent Rotation 

    is the Silent Thunder 

     is the Secret give and take 

      is the Secret Deal 

       is the Sound of the skinless drum 

      Sound play without Striking the bina (Sound) 

         is the Cyclone of Soul-Relish 

  is Divine Joy 

   is Divine Ecstasy 

    is Supreme Bliss 

     is the Gift of Life 

      is the Supreme Essence 

       is the Divine Light 

        is the secret Naam 

         is the Ambrosial Nectar 

          is the Guru, 

 

and this ‘Essence Word’ is :- 

  is the relish filled ‘Thrill’ or tremor  

  is the Dynamic Light 

  is the ‘Blemish less Light’ 

  is the Joy of the Lotus Feet’ 

  is a ‘Magnetic Pull’ 

  is Life Giving’ 

  is the True Aim’ 

  is the “Ocean of Peace 

  is the ‘Destroyer of disease’ 

  is the ‘Destroyer of fear’ 

  is the ‘Eradicator of doubt fallacy’ 

  is the ‘Destroyer of Darkness 
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   is the ‘Destroyer of jam’ (the couriers of death) 

   is the eradicator of ‘Karmic Deeds’ 

   is the destroyer of ‘Maya’ or Materialism 

   is the eradicator of ‘Transmigration 

   is the cane of the ‘Blind’ 

   is the ‘Intoxication of Vigor and Energy’ 

   is the ‘Priceless Gem’ 

   is the ‘Sweet Divine Shiver’ 

   is like the ‘Ambrosial Rain Drop’ of the rain bird 

   forever it’s in the ‘Now’  

   is ‘Ever New and Novel 

   is the ‘Being of Love’ 

   is the ‘Thing of Love’ 

   is the ‘Extreme Beloved 

   is the ‘Source of the Creation’ 

  is the ‘Country’ of those who die to the ways of the world 

    is all ‘Engulfing’ and all ‘Encompassing’ 

   is ‘Omnipotent’ 

   is the ‘Wonderful Player’ 

   is ever ‘Merciful’ 

   is ever ‘Benevolent ‘ 

   is “Non-Dweller’ of any misdeeds 

   is the ‘Great Bountiful Provider 

   is the ‘Cool Gush’ of the sweet divine realm 

   is the ‘Dawn’ of the divine realm 

   is the ‘Pure Dew’ of the divine realm 

   is the ‘Freshness’ of the divine world 

   is the seven-colored rainbow of the divine world. 
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                                -  End. 


